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Abstract. Role of disclinations and rotational modes of plastic deformation in fine-grained
materials is discussed. First, we consider disclination models of generation and development of
misorientation bands in severely deformed metals and alloys. The models predict the existence
of the critical external shear stress, above which nucleation of misorientation bands takes place.
The further analysis demonstrates two main regimes of misorientation band development: stable
and unstable propagation, and allows to find another critical stress that controls the transition
between these two regimes. We quote also some results of computer simulations of 2D dynamics
of dislocations in the stress field of a dipole of partial wedge disclinations to elucidate the
micromechanisms of misorientation band propagation. Second, theoretical models of grain
boundary disclination motion in fine-grained materials are considered. This motion leads to
changes in misorientations across the grain boundaries and may explain the rotation of grain
crystalline lattice as a whole. It is demonstrated that motion of grain boundary disclinations may
occur in fine-grained materials through emission of pairs of lattice dislocations into the adjacent
grains or through climb of grain boundary dislocations. We also consider a model of crossover
from grain boundary sliding to rotational deformation which is realized by the transformation of a
pile-up of gliding grain boundary dislocations stopped by a triple junction of grain boundaries,
into two walls of climbing grain boundary dislocations (treated as the dipoles of partial wedge
disclinations). The conditions necessary for such a transformation are determined and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Appearance in the early 1980s of the first
nanocrystalline materials (NCMs) [1, 2] has stimulated a great interest to disclinations as a powerfull
mean to describe the structure and mechanical
behavior of nano-objects. Geometric and elastic
properties of wedge disclinations were applied to
model the pentagonal symmetry and strained state
in nanoparticles [3-11], to explain the abnormal HallPetch relation [12-17] and various grain-boundary
phenomena [8, 9, 11, 13-27] in NCMs, to study
possible ways of misfit-strain accommodation in
heterogeneous nano-layered structures [28-38], etc.
The aforementioned applications were based on
continual description of disclinations in the framework of the classical theory of elasticity which allows to obtain the solutions of various (sometimes
quite complicated) boundary-value problems for elas-

tic fields of disclinations localized in nano-volumes
(e.g., see reviews [8, 39-41] and original papers [4,
6, 42-49]). However, some components of these
fields are singular at the disclination lines, a fact
that limits the applicability of the classical theory to
consider situations where it is important to know
the strained state near disclination lines. This concerns, for example, disclination models for grain
boundaries and their triple junctions in NCMs where
one deals with high-density ensembles of
disclinations.
To avoid this problem, in recent years much effort has been spent to describe both the wedge and
twist disclinations within non-classical theories such
as the nonlocal theory of elasticity [50, 51], gradient theory of elasticity [52-55] and gauge theory of
elastoplasticity [56, 57], all of which allow to dispense with the classical singularities. By using the
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gradient solutions, the short-range elastic interactions between disclinations in an infinite solid were
studied [52, 55], while the gauge solution gave nonsingular elastic fields for a wedge disclination placed
along the axis of a thin cylinder [56]. It is worth
noting that the non-classical solutions obtained
within these quite different theories, totally coincide.
Nevertheless, application of these new results to
the theory of mechanical behavior of NCMs is still
an open question.
Extensive investigations of structure, properties
and fabrication methods of NCMs which have been
carried out during last two decades (e.g., see reviews [1, 2, 9, 16, 17, 58-75], monographs [27, 7680] and collections of papers [81-93]), have shown
that NCMs qualitatively differ from conventional polycrystals. First, this concerns the structure of grain
(intercrystalline) boundaries whose thickness in
NCMs may achieve 1-2 nm. It means that the grain
boundaries (GBs) themselves are typical nano-objects – the layers of material which often has the
other atomic structure and sometimes is much more
porous than the material inside the grains (crystallites). Comparison of different experimental data from
Mössbauer spectroscopy [94], positron lifetime
spectroscopy [95, 96], X-ray diffraction [97], EXAFS
[98], neutron diffraction [99] and HREM [100] allowed to conclude that a significant part of the GBs
in NCMs have severely distorted near-boundary regions with smaller atomic density and higher level
of elastic strains [100]. For example, microstructure studies [100] of nanocrystalline palladium with
the grain size of 4-9 nm, which was fabricated by
high-pressure-compaction of nanocrystallites condensed from the gas phase, demonstrated that it
contains ≈ 40 vol. % of undistorted crystalline material, ≈ 25% of stretched or amorphous-type GB
layers, ≈ 25% of highly strained material, and ≈ 10%
of pores. Inside the grains, they observed lamellae
of twins, low-angle boundaries and dislocations localized near the GBs. Under thermal annealing, this
system was transformed into a conventional polycrystalline structure with thin GBs and undistorted
grains.
Besides the GBs, their triple junctions play an
important role in the behavior of NCMs. Indeed, if
the mean grain size is of some nanometers and the
GB thickness equals 1-2 nm, then the volume fraction of the triple junction material is very high (up to
50 % and even more) in such NCMs. In recent years,
it has been definitely recognized that triple junctions of GBs have the structure and properties being different from those of the GBs that they adjoin
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[101]. From experimental data and theoretical models [18-20, 101-108] it follows that the triple junctions act as enhanced diffusivity tubes, nuclei of the
second phase segregation, strengthening elements
and sources of lattice dislocations during plastic
deformation, and drag centers of GB migration during re-crystallization processes. In particular, the
outstanding diffusional properties exhibited by NCMs
[79, 109-112] are viewed to be related to the effect
of the highly enhanced diffusion along triple junction
tubes [2].
These key features of NCMs (i.e., high density
of GBs and GB triple junctions with their generic
defects like GB dislocations and disclinations) which
mainly determine their mechanical properties, may
stimulate, under special conditions, the generation
and development of rotational mode of plastic flow.
This mainly concerns the NCMs fabricated under
highly non-equilibrium conditions like ball milling and
severe plastic deformation. In the present review we
consider different models of rotational plastic deformation in nano- and polycrystalline materials. In the
first part of the paper we discuss disclination models for misorientation bands in severely deformed
metals and alloys. The models predict the existence of the critical external shear stress, above
which nucleation of misorientation bands takes
place. The further analysis demonstrates two main
regimes of misorientation band development: stable
and unstable propagation, and allows to find another
critical stress that controls the transition between
these two regimes. We quote also some results of
computer simulations of 2D dynamics of dislocations in the stress field of a dipole of partial wedge
disclinations to elucidate the micromechanisms of
misorientation band propagation. The second part
of the paper is devoted to the theoretical models of
GB disclination motion which leads to changes in
misorientations across the GBs in NCMs and may
explain the rotation of nanograin crystalline lattice
as a whole. It is demonstrated that motion of GB
disclinations may occur in NCMs through emission
of pairs of lattice dislocations into the adjacent grains
or through climb of GB dislocations. We consider a
model of crossover from GB sliding to rotational
deformation which is realized by the transformation
of a pile-up of gliding GB dislocations stopped by a
triple junction of GBs, into two walls of climbing GB
dislocations (treated as the dipoles of partial wedge
disclinations). The conditions necessary for such a
transformation are determined and discussed.
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Fig. 1. Dislocation-disclination model of a misorientation band propagation with the velocity V under the
action of external shear stress τ. The front of the misorientation band is modelled as a two-axes dipole of
partial wedge disclinations of strength ±ω.

2. GENERATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF
MISORIENTATION BANDS
During the two last decades, the concept of
disclinations has been broadly applied to treat
mesoscopic substructures which are characteristic for metals and alloys under large deformation (e.
g., see [8, 113-116] for a review). Misorientation
bands (MBs) represent one of the typical elements
of such substructures. They are observed as long
straight strips of material having a crystallographic
orientation different from that of neighbouring areas
of the material [8, 113, 115-125]. The boundaries of
such MBs (i.e., the misorientation boundaries) are
often illustrated as low-angle dislocation tilt boundaries, although they have a finite thickness of about
0.1-0.5 µm depending on the deformation magnitude [113], and consist in fact of high-density dislocation arrangements. Works [123, 124] give a review of experimental data on MBs and other different rotational structures in various high-strength
materials including submicrocrystalline metals and
alloys. Based on these results as well as on recent
direct atomic-level observations of dipoles of partial
disclinations in mechanically milled, nanocrystalline
iron [126], one can assume the possibility of MB
generation in typical NCMs under large deformation.
The appearance and development of MBs represents one of the ways of rotational plastic flow in
heavily deformed metals. MBs were found at the
beginning of the 1960s in TEM experiments [117,
118] (see also [8, 114] for a review). In the 1970s
and 1980s, they were extensively studied and directly connected with the formation of specific dis-

location structures which may be described through
partial disclinations (see [8, 113-116] and references
therein). Indeed, the presence of two edges of the
misorientation boundaries which border the MB area,
allows to introduce a corresponding dipole of partial
disclinations whose strength is equal to the
misorientation angle characterizing the MB [127].
In Fig. 1, the edges of the tilt misorientation boundaries are shown as a two-axes dipole of partial wedge
disclinations of strength ω. Such a disclination dipole is geometrically related to the MB parameters
through the equation [8], bρ =b/l=2tan(ω/2), for a
dislocation tilt boundary. Here b denotes the Burgers
vector magnitude of the dislocations composing the
boundary, ρ is their linear density along the boundary, l is the interdislocation spacing, and ω is the
angle of misorientation across the boundary. In the
case of small misorientation angles, ω << 1, this
relationship is transformed into ρ =1/l = ω/b. Also,
the width of the MB is equal to the arm 2a of the
disclination dipole (Fig. 1).
In 1978, Vladimirov and Romanov [127] proposed
a dislocation-disclination model to describe the
mechanism of MB propagation. The main idea of
the model is that the elastic stresses created by
the disclination dipole (Fig. 1), divide a statistically
arranged dislocation ensemble in front of the MB
into groups of “positive” and “negative” dislocations.
The terms, “positive” or “negative”, are caught by
the positive or negative disclinations, respectively.
Every event of capturing of a dislocation dipole by
the disclination dipole leads to an elementary act of
the MB conservative motion. The mechanism [127]
has been experimentally approved [8, 113] and used
in modeling the dislocation-disclination kinetics in
metals under large deformation [8, 114-116, 128-
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131]. However, there is a number of questions which
are still open. In particular, details of dislocation
capture by disclination dipoles are still unknown.
Moreover, computer simulations of elastic interactions between partial disclinations and edge dislocations [132] (see also Section 2.4 of the present
paper) have shown that the simple scheme (Fig. 1)
proposed in [127], can not provide complete description of MB propagation and has to be elucidated
further.
Generally speaking, the partial disclinations
which are used in describing MBs, are associated
by definition with terminated misorientation boundaries in otherwise perfect crystals [8]. The nature of
such boundaries as well as their atomic structure
may be quite different. They can be low angle dislocation walls, high angle grain boundaries or twin
boundaries. Anyway, the boundary edges may be
described (both geometrically and elastically) as the
lines of partial disclinations of corresponding
strength. Therefore, the long-range elastic fields (far
from the misorientation boundaries themselves) of
displacement, strain and stress of a terminated
misorientation boundary may be calculated with the
help of well-developmed mathematics of wedge
disclinations within the classical [8, 133] or nonclassical [50-56] theories of elasticity.
It is well documented [8, 113-116, 119, 123, 124]
that possible sites for MB generation in polycrystalline metals are various faults (defects) of GBs
including kinks, double and triple junctions of GBs.
In nanocrystalline solids, such GB faults often contain disclinations, even in an initial as-sintered state
[8, 9, 11-27, 126]. However, nowadays there is only
one theoretical work [125] containing the models
that allows to describe the MB generation and predicts appropriate critical conditions as well as regimes of MB propagation. The well-known dislocation-disclination model of MB propagation by
Vladimirov and Romanov [127] represents mainly
geometrical features and needs further development.
In paper [125] the models of initial disclination
configurations at GB kinks and junctions were proposed. It was shown these initial configurations may
serve as sources for MB generation when the applied shear stress achieves a critical value. Further
development of the generated MB may be stable or
unstable, depending on the level of applied shear
stress. If this level is lower than another critical value,
the stable regime of MB propagation is realized, if
higher – unstable. For the case of stable propagation, an equilibrium length of the MB was introduced
and studied. All of these results were obtained in
the framework of a quasiequilibrium thermodynamic
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approach when only the necessary (not sufficient)
conditions for MB generation and propagation were
analyzed [125]. To obtain the sufficient conditions,
one should investigate the dynamics of these processes which must be based on the dynamics of
complicated dislocation structures, first, at the place
of MB nucleation, and second, in front of the propagating MB. In a general three-dimensional (3D) case
this problem is very hard. However, in a 2D model
case, when the lines of all dislocations and partial
disclinations are assumed to be straight and parallel to each other, it can be solved by means of computer simulation within coupled dislocationdisclination dynamics [125, 132]. It is worth noting
that computer simulation and modeling of discrete
dislocation ensembles represent nowadays one of
the most popular topics in theoretical materials science. Since the late 1980s, 2D and 3D calculations
of the dynamics of interacting dislocations have intensively been developed (e.g., see reviews [134,
135] and some recent papers on 2D [136, 137] and
3D [138, 139] mesoscopic simulations). However,
no other attempts but [125, 132] have been known
to the authors, which would be aimed at a correct
simulation of dislocation-disclination ensembles. The
former computer models [114, 128-131] describing
the coupled evolutional kinetics of dislocations and
partial disclinations practically did not take into account the elastic interactions between them. In contrast, papers [125, 132] contain the first results of
2D computer simulation of the coupled dynamics of
partial disclnation dipoles and edge dislocations
aimed at studying peculiarities of elastic interaction between these defects. These results were
assumed to be used further for checking and refining the existing theoretical (non-computer) models
of MB development. In the following Sections we
will consider the models presented in [125, 132] in
more detail.

2.1. Initial disclination configurations
at grain boundary junctions
Consider a simple scenario [125], shown schematically in Fig. 2, which may be applied to initial
disclination configuration formation at a GB. Let
r
some gliding dislocations with Burgers vectors b1
cross a flat GB (Fig. 2a) and move into the
neighbouring grain where
the gliding dislocations
r
have Burgers vectors b2 (Fig.2b). As a result, a wall
ofrdifference
dislocations having Burgers vectors
r r
δ b = b1 - b2 and interdislocation spacing l, appears
at the crossing site together with the GB kink. On a
mesoscale level, when the characteristic scale of
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Fig. 2. A simple model of the formation of an initial grain boundary disclination dipole with the strength ω.

consideration L is much larger than l, the geometry
and resulting elastic fields for such a difference dislocation wall may be effectively described as those
of a two-axes dipole of wedge partial disclinations
with strengths ±ω = ±δ b/l [8, 133] (Fig.2c).
Such a simple scheme of GB disclination dipole
formation is possible to occur in NCMs with relatively
large grains which are capable to deform by usual
glide of lattice dislocations. This may concern, for
example, both the micro- and nanocrystalline metals and alloys fabricated by intensive plastic deformation [23, 25, 27, 126, 140]. In a real conventional

polycrystalline material, the initial disclination configurations at GBs result from more complicated
processes which are typical for the stage when
translational deformation modes are replaced by
rotational ones [8, 113]. It is well established [113]
that in the vicinity of GB kinks or junctions, the dislocation cells have smaller size than far from such
sites as is illustrated schematically in Fig.3a [125].
This means that within these areas, the density of
GB difference dislocations must be much higher than
at straight or smooth segments of GBs. As a corollary, one can assume the formation of initial quadrupole-like disclination configurations at GB kinks
or junctions. In Fig. 3b, three possible quadrupolelike disclination configurations are shown where α,
β, ω and θ denote the disclination strengths. For
simplicity, to catch mostly qualitative features and
make rough estimates, the authors [125] considered only wedge partial disclinations. It is worth
noting that the sum strength of any such disclination
configuration must be equal to zero or, in other words,
the sum strength of positive disclinations must be
equal to that of negative disclinations within a GB
disclination configuration (Fig.3b).

2.2. Generation of misorientation
bands

Fig. 3. More realistic models of the formation of
initial grain boundary quadrupole-like disclination
configurations.

2.2.1. Splitting of an initial GB disclination
dipole
Consider the simplest initial GB disclination configuration that is a GB disclination dipole (Fig.4a)
[125]. Let this dipole be under an external shear
stress τ. It is also assumed that around the dipole
is typical dislocation-cell structure. Under the action of the internal shear stress (which is caused by
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Fig. 4. Generation of a misorientation band by splitting of an initial grain boundary disclination dipole.

the GB disclination dipole) and external shear stress
τ, the dislocations from the cell boundaries nearest
to the disclinations have to glide to them thus forming two dislocation walls, i.e., a new disclination
configuration (Fig.4b) [125]. The latter may be considered as produced by splitting of the initial GB
disclination dipole. This new split configuration is
characterized by the split distance d, the
interdislocation spacing l, the dipole arm 2a and
the disclination strengths ±α and ±β satisfying the
relationships β = b/l and ω = α + β, where b is the
module of Burgers vector for lattice dislocations and
ω is the initial strength of the dipole. In fact, the new
split disclination configuration represents a model
for a MB of finite length which consists of a new
immobile GB disclination dipole having the strength
α (α-dipole), a new mobile disclination dipole with
the strength β (β-dipole), and two misorientation
boundaries of the length d.
To make possible the transition from the initial
GB disclination dipole to the new split configuration, the total energy of the initial dipole must be
larger than that of the new split configuration. Thus,
to find critical conditions for such a transition, one
has to calculate and compare these energies.
The total energy of the initial GB disclination dipole may be calculated as the work necessary to
generate this dipole in its proper elastic stress field
[8]. As a result, the energy per unit length of
disclinations reads
W1 = Dω a
2

2

F 2 ln R + 1I ,
H 2a K

(1)

where D=G/[2π(1-ν)], G is the shear modulus, ν is
the Poisson ratio, and R is a characteristic param-

eter of screening of the disclination long-range elastic fields (e.g., the size of a sample).
The total energy of the new split configuration
(per unit length of disclinations) was written in [125]
as the following sum

W2 = Wα + Wβ + Wα − β + 2γd − A,

(2)

where Wα and Wβ are the elastic energies of α- and
β-dipoles (Fig.4b), respectively, Wα-β is the energy of
their interaction, γ the effective surface energy of the
two new misorientation boundaries, and A the work
by the external shear stress τ on the displacement d
of the mobile β-dipole. The terms Wα and Wβare similar
to that given by Eq. 1 with the replacement of ω by α
and β, respectively. The energy of the dipole-dipole
interaction Wα-β was calculated as the work during
the generation of one dipole in the stress field of another dipole, thus resulting in [125]
Wα − β = 2Dαβa

FG ln R
H 4a + d
2

2

2

−

2

d

2

4a

2

4a + d
2

ln

d

2

2

IJ
K

+1 .

(3)

The work A was found in a similar way that gave
A=2τβad.
To estimate γ, the authors [125] used the wellknown approximation for the energy of a dislocation
core [141] Wc ≈ Db2/2. Due to geometric reasons
[141], the linear density of “geometrically-necessary”
dislocations [142] ρg within a misorientation boundary is equal to β/b. However, it was necessary also
to take into account the density of “statisticallystored” dislocations [142] which have different orientations of their Burgers vectors and do not create
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∆W /( Dβa 2 )

any additional misorientation but give their income
into the effective surface energy of the boundary.
Let the total dislocation density within the
misorientation boundaries ρt=qρg , where q ≥ 1 is a
dimensionless parameter which accounts the presence of “statistically-stored” dislocations. Hence,
the number of dislocation cores, N, within a
misorientation boundary is estimated as N = ρtd =
qβd/b and the total core energy of a misorientation
boundary is NWc ≈ qDβbd/2. Thus, the approximation γ ≈ NWc/d ≈ qDβb/2 was found [125].
Let us consider now the energy difference [125]

~
d

(a)

∆W /( Dβa 2 )

~
d

τg

τg
D

(b)

(c)

α~
Fig. 5. Energy difference ∆W via the normalized
~
misorientation band length d (a, b) and critical shear
stress τg/D via the normalized grain boundary
~ (c) for the model of a
disclination dipole strength α
misorientation band being generated at a grain
~
boundary disclination dipole. The plots ∆W( d ) are
given for the external shear stress τ/D=0, 0.001,
0.003, 0.005, and 0.007 (from top to bottom) for the
two different values of the parameter q=1 (a) and 10
~ )/D are shown for the initial di(b). The plots τg( α
pole strength ω =0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05
(from top to bottom).

(c)

RS4d~F qb~ − τ I −
T H DK
UV ,
~
~
~
~
2α (1 + d ) ln(1 + d ) − d ln d
W
∆W = W 2 − W1 = Dβa
2

2

2

2

2

(4)

~
where the dimensionless quantities d =d/2a and
~
b =b/2a were introduced. The dependence of ∆W
~
on the normalized displacement d is given in Fig. 5
~
for b =10-3, α = π/200, and different values of the
external shear stress τ and parameter q [125]. Depending on τ and q, the character of the curves
~
∆W( d ) changes drastically from monotonous decreasing (Fig. 5a) to non-monotonous one (Fig. 5b).
In the first case, when q=1 while τ and d are small
~
enough (here 0 ≤ τ ≤ 0.007D and d <1), ∆W<0 for
~
d >0. This means there is no energy barrier for the
generation of a MB. In the second case, when q=10
~
~ ~
with the same values of τ and d , ∆W > 0 for d < dc ,
~
where dc is determined by the equation
~ ~
~ ~
∆W( d = dc )=0, and ∆W<0 for d > dc . This means
there is an energy barrier for the formation of a MB
under such a small τ. Following [125], let us introduce a characteristic critical value τg which is de~ ~
~
termined by the equation dc = l , where l =l/2a is
the normalized spacing between the “geometricallynecessary” dislocations creating the tilt misorientation angle β. If τ <τg, the generation of a MB
nucleus (an initial GB disclination dipole plus one
dislocation dipole joined to this dipole and localized
~
at the distance l from it) is energetically
unfavourable; if τ > τg, it is favourable. For the situa~
tion illustrated in Fig.5b, l ≈ 0.1 was assumed and
hence τg ≈ 0.005D for q=10.
Using Eq. 4, one can analytically estimate τg for
~
the case d <<1 as follows [125]

RS
T

~
τ g ≈ Db q −

FG 1 − ln b~ / ω IJ UV ,
~H2
~K
1− α
1− α
W
~
α

(5)
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2
2
( α + θ ) (1 + d ) ln(1 + d ) − d ln d
~
~
+ αΨ ( x~1, y~1, d ) − θΨ ( x~2 , y~2 , d )

},

where
Ψ( x , y , z ) = −( x + y ) ln( x + y ) +
2

Fig. 6. Model of misorientation band generation by
splitting of an initial quadrupole-like disclination configuration at a grain boundary kink.

(6)

2

2

2

x + ( y − 1) ln x + ( y − 1)

2

(x − z) + y

2

2

2

2

2

2

+

ln( x − z ) + y ] −
2

(7)

( x − z ) + ( y − 1) ln ( x − z ) + ( y − 1) ,
2

~ =α/ω. The plots τ ( α
~ ) are shown in Fig.5c
where α
g
for q=10 and various values of the initial dipole
strength ω [125]. One can conclude that τg de~ and ω increase that is in accreases when both α
cordance with physical intuition. When q=10, the
numerical estimate for τg gives the values of order
G/1000-G/400. The lower limit fits well with typical
external stresses at the end of Stage II of deformation curves for BCC and FCC metals [113], while
the upper limit corresponds to the level of deforming
stress observed in NCMs [16, 17, 78].

2.2.2. Splitting of an initial quadrupole-like
disclination structure at a GB kink
Consider now a model which seems to be more
realistic than the previous one. It is a GB kink with
a quadrupole-like disclination structure (Fig.6) [125].
This configuration is characterized by the disclination
strengths -α, +γ, -ω and +θ which satisfy the equation: α + ω = γ + θ. As a result of the dislocation
rearrangements which are suggested similar to
those considered above, the quadrupole-like
disclination structure issues a mobile two-axes dipole of partial wedge disclinations having the
strengths ±β and moving under the action of the
GB disclination stress field as well as an external
shear stress τ (Fig. 6) [125]. In a special simple
case, the new split configuration was suggested to
consist of three two-axes disclination dipoles, one
mobile (β-dipole) and two immobile (α- and θ-dipole).
Again, to find critical conditions for such a splitting
transformation, the total energy, W1, of the initial
quadrupole-like disclination structure and that, W2,
of the new split configuration were compared.
The energy difference ∆W=W2-W1 was calculated as shown above and resulted in [125]

2

2

2

x~i =xi /2a and y~i =yi/2a, i=1,2.
~
~
The curves ∆W(d ) are given in Fig.7 for b =10-3,
α = π/200, θ = π/300, x~1 = - x~2 = y~2 = -1, y~1 =2 and
different values of τ and q [125]. Depending on τ
~
and q, the curves ∆W( d ) behave in quite different
manners. When q ≤ 5 (e.g., see Fig.7a for q=1),
they are similar to those considered in the previous
section. When q ≥ 7 (e.g., see Fig. 7b for q=10),
some of them increase monotonously. One can
conclude that for the given values of the parameters,
the critical external shear stress τg is higher than
for the case of GB disclination dipole splitting (Section 2.2.1).
Introducing (6) with (7) into the equation
~ ~
~
∆W( d = l )=0, for d << 1 the authors [125] obtained

FG
H

IJ
K
IJ
K

~~ ~
~
+ θ)
b (α
b /ω
−
1
2
ln
~−~
~−~
θ)
θ
4(1 − α
1− α
D
~
2
ω ~ ~ ~ ~
b /ω
~−~
θ) ~ α
+(1 − α
−
Ψ x 1, y 1, d =
~−~
θ
4b
1− α
~
b /ω
~ ~ ~ ~
θΨ x 2 , y 2 , d =
,
~−~
θ
1− α
τg

~
≈ bq −

FG
H

RS FG
T H

IJ UV
KW

(8)

~ =α/ω and ~
where α
θ =θ/ω. Three-dimensional plots
~, ~
τg( α
θ ) are shown in Fig. 7c for q=10, x~1 = - x~2 = y~2
= -1, y~1 =2 and two values of the initial strength ω
=α +β + θ, ω = 0.01 and 0.05 [125]. It is seen that τg
~, ~
decreases when α
θ and ω increase; that is again
in accordance with intuition. When q=10, the numerical estimate for τg gave again the values of order G/1000-G/400.
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∆W /( Dβa 2 )
~
d

(a)
∆W /( Dβa )
2

~
d

2.2.3. Splitting of an initial quadrupole-like
disclination structure at a GB triple junction
Another more realistic model is a GB triple junction
with a quadrupole-like disclination structure of the
geometry shown in Fig.8 with d=0 [125]. Again this
disclination configuration issues a mobile two-axes
dipole of partial wedge disclinations having the
strengths ±β and moving under the action of the GB
disclination stress field as well as external shear
stress τ. The new split configuration was suggested
to consist of four two-axes disclination dipoles, one
mobile (β-dipole) and three immobile (α-, θ- and γdipole). These three immobile dipoles are formed by
the “central” negative triple-junction disclination having the strength -ω and three positive disclinations
having the strengths +α, +θ and +γ and localized at
the joined GBs. The relation ω = α + θ + γ must be
valid.
The procedure of calculation of the difference in
the total energies of the initial quadrupole-like
disclination structure and new split configuration is
absolutely similar to that described in Section 2.2.1.
The final result is [125]
∆W = Dβa

(b)
τg
D

2

RS4d~F qb~ − τ I −
T H~ D K~

~2 ~2
2
2
( 2α + θ + γ ) (1 + d ) ln(1 + d ) − d ln d
~
~
− θΨ ( x~1, y~1, d ) − γΨ ( x~2 , y~2 , d )

α~
~

θ
(c)
Fig. 7. Energy difference ∆W via the normalized
~
misorientation band length d (a, b) and critical shear
stress τg/D via the normalized grain boundary
~ and ~
disclination dipole strengths α
θ (c) for the
model of a misorientation band being issued by a
quadrupole-like disclination configuration localized
~
at a grain boundary kink. The plots ∆W(d ) are given
for the external shear stress τ/D=0, 0.001, 0.003,
0.005, and 0.007 (from top to bottom) for the two
different values of the parameter q=1 (a) and 10 (b).
~ ,~
The plots τg( α
θ )/D are shown for the initial
disclination strength ω=0.01 (the upper surface) and
0.05 (the lower surface).

},

(9)

where the Ψ-function is given by (7). The depen~
dences ∆W( d ) are plotten in Fig.9 for b=10-3, α = π/
300, θ = π/100, γ = π/200, x~1 = - x~2 = y~2 = y~1 =-1, and
different values of τ and q [125]. This set of parameters gives the curves which are very similar to those
considered in Section 2.2.1 (Fig.5) with the close
values for the critical external stress τg when q ≥ 5.
In comparing these plots with those in Fig.7, one
~
can conclude that both ∆W( d ) and τg depend on
the concrete arrangement of the disclinations within
the initial quadrupole-like disclination structure.
The substitution of (9) with (7) into the equation
~ ~
~
∆W( d = l )=0 gives for d << 1 the following result
[125]
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H
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K
IJ
K

~ ~ ~ ~
~
+ θ + γ)
b ( 2α
b/Ω
~
1
2
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≈ bq −
−
−
~−~
~−~
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D
~
2
Ω ~
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~
~−~
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θ−~
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+
~−~
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1− α
θ−~
γ
~
b/Ω
~
~
γΨ x~2 , y~2 , d =
,
~−~
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θ−~
γ
(10)
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Fig. 8. Model of misorientation band generation by
splitting of an initial quadrupole-like disclination configuration at a triple junction of grain boundaries.

∆W /( Dβa 2 )

~ =α/Ω, ~
where α
θ = θ/Ω, ~
γ =γ/Ω, and Ω = α+β+θ+γ
is the strength of the initial quadrupole-like
disclination structure.
Using formula (10), the authors [125] investigated
~ ,~
three-dimensional plots τg( α
θ ) for different constant
~
~
~
~
~
values of γ , τg( α , γ ) for those of θ , and τg( θ , ~
γ)
~ at the following parameter values: q=5,
for those of α
x1 = -x2 = y1 = y2= -1, and two values of the initial
disclination strength Ω. All the plots turned out to be
very similar to those shown in Fig.7c and hence we
do not represent them here. They demonstrated that
~, ~
τg decreases when α
θ, ~
γ and Ω increase [125].
When q=5 - 10, the numerical estimate for τg gave
again values of the order G/1000-G/400.

2.3. Regimes of misorientation band
propagation
~
d

(a)
∆W /( Dβa )
2

~
d

In the previous sections, we have considered three
different models of MB generation by using and
analysing energy expressions (4), (6) and (9) for
~
the limit of d << 1. To study further propagation of
MBs, the authors [125] used the same expressions
~
but for d ≥ 1. Consider again the simplest model,
i.e., the splitting of an initial GB disclination dipole
(see Section 2.2.1, Fig.4).
The characteristic example of graphical repre~
sentation of Eq. 4 for the case d ≥ 1 is given in
Fig.10 for α = π/200, b = 10-3, q = 3, and different
values of the external shear stress τ [125]. Depend~
ing on the value of τ, the curves ∆W( d ) behave in
different ways. When τ is smaller than some limiting quantity τp (e.g., τp ≈ 0.003D for q=3), the curves
~
∆W( d ) are non-monotonous and achieve their
minima, which determine equilibrium values of the
~
~
MB length d eq . When τ >τp, the curves ∆W(d ) goes
~
with monotonous decrease and d eq is absent.
To find an analytical estimate for τp, one can solve
~
the equation ∆W(τ)=0 for the limiting case d → ∞
that gives [125]

~
τ p = Dqb .

(b)
Fig. 9. Energy difference ∆W via the normalized
~
length d of a misorientation band being issued by a
quadrupole-like disclination configuration localized
at a triple junction of grain boundaries under the
external shear τ/D =0, 0.001, 0.003, 0.005, and 0.007
(from top to bottom) for the two different values of
the parameter q=1 (a) and 10 (b).

(11)

Obviously this provides the linear relation between
τp and q, where q characterizes the effective surface energy of the misorientation boundaries.
~
The equilibrium length d eq is found from the stan2
∂∆W
∂ ∆W
~
=0
with
~
~ 2 >0 and d >1. The
∂d
∂d
final result reads [125]

dard equation

~
d eq ≈

α
,
~
qb − τ / D

(12)
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∆W /( Dβa 2 )

~
d eq

~
d eq (τ = 0)

~
d

τp

Fig. 10. Energy difference ∆W via the normalized
~
length d of a misorientation band being generated
at a grain boundary disclination dipole and propagating far from it under the external shear stress
τ/D=0, 0.001, 0.003, 0.005, and 0.007 (from top to
bottom) for the parameter q=3.

~
where τ<τp. The dependence of d eq on τ is illus~
trated in Fig. 11 for α=π/200, b = 10-3, and different
~
q. One can see that d eq increases with increasing τ
and decreasing q.
It was thus shown in [125] that depending on
the external shear stress τ, two main regimes of
MB propagation are possible: stable and unstable
propagation. When τ<τp, the MB propagation is
stable and may be characterized by the equilibrium
~
length d eq . When τ>τp, the MB propagation is unstable and there is no equilibrium length. In reality,
this means that the MB will propagate until it meets
an obstacle like a GB or another MB (or some other
defect configurations playing the role of obstacles)
in which case the question of its further propagation
must be considered again.

2.4. Computer simulation of
dislocation- disclination
interactions
To check and refine the models of MB propagation
through an ensemble of edge dislocations as well
as to calculate some important parameters of dislocation-disclination interactions (e.g., the effective
length of dislocation capturing by a disclination dipole; this length was treated as the distance from a
partial disclination line at which the corresponding

τ /D
~
Fig. 11. Normalized equilibrium length, d eq , of a
misorientation band via the external shear stress
τ/D for the different values of the parameter q=1, 3,
5, 7, and 10 (from top to bottom).

edge dislocation must be stopped to provide the
conservative motion “ahead” of the partial
disclination), the method of 2D dislocationdisclination dynamics was used in [132]. This approach and some results were also quoted in [125].
The computer code objects were straight edge
dislocations and straight wedge disclinations which
could move within a two-dimensional rectangular box
of an infinite elastically isotropic medium (Fig.12).
Periodic boundary conditions were realized. The box
sizes was chosen as 1x1 mm2. The defect lines
were normal to the box plane. The dislocations were
characterized by their Burgers vectors bx or by, co(i )
(i )
ordinates (x(i),y(i)) and velocities( x& , y& ), where i=1
… n and n is the number of dislocations. All
disclinations were arranged in dipole configurations
which were assumed to be immobile and considered as sources of elastic fields. The dipoles were
characterized by their strengths ω(j), by the size
and orientation of their arms and by the coordinates
of the arm central points (X(j),Y(j)), where j = 1 … N
and N is the number of disclination dipoles.
In such a computer model [132], the dislocations can move by gliding or climbing under the action of the total force due to external loading, elastic fields of other defects and dynamic friction. The
dislocation dynamics is than ruled by Newton’s law
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Fig. 12. 2D box for computer simulation of dislocation-disclination ensemble. The parameter lc denotes the
length of dislocation capturing by the disclination dipole.

(i ) (i )
(i )
m x&& = Fx ,

(13)

(i ) (i )
(i )
m y&& = Fy ,

(14)

where m(i) is the effective mass of the i-th dislocation, x&& ( i ) and y&& ( i ) are the x- and y-components of its
acceleration, respectively. The p-component (p=x,y)
of the resulting force on the i-th dislocation, Fp(i), is
assumed to be a superposition

Fp = Fp
(i )

def ( i )

+ Fp

fr ( i )

+ Fp

ext ( i )

(15)

with Fp
= e mpl σ lk bk sm being the elastic force
due to all other defects, Fpfr ( i ) = −τ(v )bp( i ) the dynamic friction force, and Fpext ( i ) = τ ext bp( i ) the external
driving force. Here empl denotes the permutation symbol, σ (lki ) is the resulting elastic stress due to all
other defects that is measured at the point where
the ith dislocation is located, bk( i ) is the k-compo(i )
nent of its Burgers vector, and s m is the m-component of the unit vector tangent to the dislocation
line. All indexes p, m, l and k may denote x- or ycomponents. The shear stress τ(v) characterizes
the crystalline lattice friction and depends on the
dislocation velocity v. The external stress τext is created by an external load applied to the solid.
Giving the initial coordinates and velocities of
every defect, the system of motion equations (13)(14) with (15) was solved numerically and the dependences of the coordinates x, y and the velocity
components vx and vy on the time t were found.
def ( i )

(i )

(i )

(i )

The above approach was used to consider the
elastic interaction of a gliding edge dislocation with
a two-axes wedge disclination dipole in pure copper [132]. The module of the Burgers vector was
taken as bx = 0.256 nm, and hence the corresponding dislocation mass (per unit length of the dislocation) follows as m = ρ bx2/2 ≈ 1.4.10-9 kg.m-1 (see [143],
p.73). The position of a disclination dipole was fixed
at the central point (X=500 µm, Y=500 µm) of the
simulation box. In obtaining the following results,
the force Fpext ( was neglected to catch the main features of elastic dislocation-disclination interactions
def (
as they are. The elastic force Fp =σxybx was calculated with the disclination elastic stress field σxy
taken from [8]. The dynamic friction force Fpfr ( was
taken as Fpfr ((t)=-Bv(t), where B =1.7.10-5 Pa s that
is characteristic for pure copper [144] (see also
[143], p.76).
Some typical situations were studied for different orientations of the dipole arm, initial positions
and velocities of the dislocation [125, 132]. It was
shown that the dislocation behavior may strongly
vary depending on the problem parameters. However, it is ruled mainly by the elastic stress field of
the disclination dipole.
For example, consider a disclination dipole having the strength ω =0.01 and the arm 2a = 100 nm.
Let the dislocation move with the initial velocity
v0=0.01 m s-1 quite far from the disclination dipole in
the manner shown in Fig. 13 [125, 132]. The corresponding plots for the dislocation coordinate x(t)
(dashed line) and velocity v(t)= x& (t) (solid line) are
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Fig. 13. Accelerated glide of an edge dislocation
along the arm of a disclination dipole. The dashed
and solid curves in plot (a) represent the dislocation
position x(t) and velocity v(t), respectively, when the
dislocation glides in the field of the dipole positive
long-range shear stress σxy (b). The calculations have
been carried out for the following values of parameters: ω =0.01, bx=0.256 nm, 2a=100 nm, s=1000
nm, l =1100 nm, x0=499 µm, and v0=0.01 m.s-1.

Fig. 14. Accelerated glide of an edge dislocation
along the arm of a disclination dipole and capturing
of the dislocation by the dipole. The dashed and
solid curves in plot (a) represent the dislocation
position x(t) and velocity v(t), respectively, when the
dislocation glides in the field of the dipole positive
short-range shear stress σxy (b). The calculations
have been carried out for the following values of parameters: ω=0.001, bx=0.256 nm, 2a=100 nm, s=50
nm, l =1nm, x0=500.05 µm, and v0=0.

given in Fig.13a. In Fig.13b, the distribution of the
dipole shear stress σxy in units of Dω is shown. The
empty and black circles schematically denote in
Fig.13b the initial and final dislocation positions,
respectively. In fact, the dislocation starts to glide
being under the action of positive shear stress σxy of
the disclination dipole (the initial dislocation position is at the upper left corner in Fig.13b). As a result, the dislocation glides with an acceleration and
its velocity becomes very high when it passes over
the disclination dipole (Fig.13a), in the field of strongest disclination stresses (the upper central region
in Fig.13b). At the same time, the friction force also
achieves it maximum value. Therefore, when the
dislocation has passed the region of maximum
stress values over the dipole, its velocity starts to
decrease fast. As a result, the dislocation moves
away from the dipole with a negative acceleration
until the point where the dipole stress turns to zero
(the upper right region in Fig.13b). One can see there

is no effect of dislocation capturing by the
disclination dipole in this case.
The question arises: what are the problem conditions at which the dislocation capturing by the
disclination dipole would be possible for a given
defect configuration? The calculations [125, 132]
demonstrated that the dislocation capturing is only
possible when its initial position is just over the center of the disclination dipole, at a very small distance of it, and the disclination strength is very small.
Thus, let the dislocation begin its motion just near
the disclination dipole having the ten times lower
strength ω =0.001 and the same arm (Fig.14). The
dislocation is accelerated from v0=0 within the region of the relatively higher positive shear stresses
of the dipole (the initial dislocation position is at the
central part of Fig.14b) and stopped after at the zerovalue stress contour above the dipole, just near the
positive disclination (see Fig.14b). This means that
the disclination dipole has captured the dislocation.
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However, the capturing occurs at very small distances from the dipole only. This distance (here l =1
nm) is much smaller than the spacing lc ≈ bx/ω =256
nm between dislocations in the low-angle tilt walls
whose edges are described by the disclination dipole (see Fig.12). Therefore, such a small capturing
length can not provide the mechanism of conservative motion of a disclination dipole in direction normal to its arm by capturing or issuing edge dislocations.
The computer simulations [125, 132] show that
the dynamics of the edge dislocation is totally ruled
by the elastic field of the disclination dipole. The
dislocation is accelerated when it appears in the
region of increasing disclination stress, while further, when this field decreases, the dislocation is
hampered by the force of dynamic friction and always stopped at the line of zero-level disclination
shear stress. Thus, the dislocation behavior is determined by its initial position with respect to the
disclination dipole and does not depend, in fact, on
its initial velocity (at least for those velocity values
which were used in simulations). The computer
model [125, 132] approved that the two-axes dipole
of wedge disclinations can move conservatively along
the direction parallel to the dipole arm by means of
capturing edge dislocations. However, the dipole
motion along the normal to its arm cannot be explained correctly within the existing theoretical models and needs further investigation.
Based on the results of the theoretical models
for MB generation and propagation considered in
Section 2, one can make the following conclusions.
· Disclination models of MB generation at GB
faults like kinks and GB junctions predict the
existence of a critical external shear stress τg
which is necessary for the MB generation events
take place. The numerical estimate for the critical stress gives values of the order G/1000-G/
400; the lower limit is in a good accordance with
typical external stresses at the end of Stage II of
deformation curves for conventional polycrystalline BCC and FCC metals, while the upper limit
corresponds to the level of deforming stress observed in NCMs.
· The critical shear stress τg depends strongly on
the geometry and strengths of initial GB
disclination configurations, on the misorientation
angle as well as on the effective surface energy
of arising misorientation boundaries. It increases
when the initial disclination strength decreases
and the misorientation angle increases. The critical stress varies in direct proportion to the effective surface energy of misorientation boundaries.
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·

Disclination models of MB propagation predict
the existence of a limiting external shear stress
τp, which separates two main regimes of MB
propagation: stable and unstable propagation.
When the external stress is lower than the limiting stress, the MB propagation is stable and may
be characterized by the equilibrium MB length
which increases when the external stress increases and the effective surface energy of
misorientation boundaries decreases. If the external stress is higher than the limiting stress,
the MB propagation is unstable. The limiting
external stress varies in direct proportion to the
effective surface energy of misorientation boundaries.
Computer simulations by means of a 2D dislocation-disclination dynamics code have shown
that the existing models of the disclination dipole motion must be reconsidered with taking
into account the conclusion that the disclination
dipole cannot move concervatively along the normal to its arm by capturing edge dislocations.

3. MOTION OF GRAIN BOUNDARY
DISCLINATIONS
Transformations of GBs often strongly influence both
the structure and the properties of polycrystalline
and nanocrystalline materials, e.g. [8, 20, 26, 74,
75, 78, 107, 114, 145-173]. In particular, changes of
misorientation parameters of GBs, that are capable
of resulting in grain rotations, have been experimentally detected in polycrystalline and nanocrystalline
materials under (super)plastic deformation (see, e.g.
[152-156]). Ke et al. [168, 169] observed in situ that
plastic deformation of nanocrystalline gold films with
the grain size d<25 nm occured through GB sliding
and grain rotation near the tips of opening cracks.
Noskova et al. [170-172] have also reported about
in situ TEM observation of GB sliding and grain rotation in nanocrystalline pure metals (Cu, Ni and Ti
with grain size d=20-40 nm) and Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9
alloy (with grain size d ≈ 10 nm) under active unidirectional tension with strain rate 10-5 s-1. It is important that rotation of grains does not always need to
apply an external mechanical load. Sometimes it is
enough to carry out a special thermal treatment.
For example, grain rotations have been observed
experimentally in thin films of gold under thermal
treatment [173].
According to contemporary theoretical representations of GBs, changes of their misorientation parameters occur via motion of GB disclinations [8,
26, 174]. Such disclinations are intensively gener-
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ated in polycrystals and NCMs under highly
nonequilibrium conditions of their fabrication. These
conditions are typical for the technologies of intensive plastic deformation and ball milling that give
submicro- and nanostructured materials with
nonequilibrium GBs containing GB and triple junction disclinations [23, 25, 27, 126, 140] (see also
Section 2). It is quite natural that in such NCMs,
like in conventional polycrystals under large deformation, the processes of rotational deformation are
assumed to be realized by means of concervative
motion of disclination dipoles [125, 175-177].
Motion of GB disclinations in plastically deformed
materials is commonly treated as that associated
with absorption of lattice dislocations (that are generated and move in grains under the action of mechanical load) by GBs [8, 156]. This micromechanism, according to paper [156], is responsible for
experimentally observed grain rotations in finegrained materials during (super)plastic deformation.
However, the consequent motion of a GB disclination
along a GB requires processes of the dislocation
absorption to be well ordered in space and time. In
particular, lattice dislocations with certain Burgers
vectors have to reach the GB in only vicinity of the
disclination that moves along the boundary due to
acts of absorption of these dislocations. This is in
an evident contradiction with the fact that sources
of lattice dislocations in plastically deformed materials are commonly distributed in a rather irregular
way within a grain and, therefore, are not capable of
providing the regular flow of dislocations to the
disclination moving along a GB. Moreover, in the
situation with grain rotations in thin films of gold
under thermal treatment [173], absorption of lattice
dislocations by GBs hardly plays an important role
in changes of GB misorientation parameters, because the dislocation density in grain interiors is
too low to cause grain rotations.
Based on these conclusions, the alternative theoretical models [176-179] have been proposed. These
models have used the idea that GB disclinations
can move along GBs due to emission (in contrast
to absorption [156]) of lattice dislocations from GBs
into adjacent grain interiors. It has also been assumed that the GB disclinations are partial, i.e. they
may be represented as ragged walls of edge dislocations [8, 133] (this assumption is always valid in
practice), and accordingly wedge in nature. In this
case, a GB disclination can emit a pair of edge lattice dislocations with the Burgers vectors corresponding to the glide systems in the adjacent grains.
The sum of these lattice Burgers vectors are supposed to be equal to the Burgers vector of a GB

q1
w = q1 - q 2
q2
Fig. 15. Grain boundary disclination (black triangle)
separates boundary fragments characterized by different values, θ1 and θ2, of tilt misorientation.

dislocation from the ragged wall (strictly speaking,
this condition is not necessary and has been taken
for the sake of simplicity; one could also include
into consideration a difference GB dislocation whose
Burgers vector would compensate a possible disparity). The emission of dislocation pairs permits
the GB disclination to move conservatively along
the GB, and the events of dislocation emission are
determined by the conditions at the GB disclination.
We consider below the main results of the models
[176-179] which describe the rotational mode of plastic deformation in fine-grained materials as that which
is realized through conservative motion of dipoles of
GB disclinations emitting pairs of lattice dislocations.

3.1. Changes in grain boundary
misorientation
Following the theory of GBs, two fragments of a GB
that are characterized by different values of tilt
misorientation parameter are divided by the line of a
GB disclination [8, 26, 114, 174]. More precisely,
the line that separates the two boundary fragments
with tilt misorientation parameters θ1 and θ2, respectively, is described as the line of a GB wedge
disclination with strength ω=θ1-θ2 (Fig.15). In the
framework of the discussed representations, evolution (in time) of tilt misorientation along GBs is
treated as that related to the motion of GB
disclinations.
In the framework of the model [178, 179], an elementary act of transfer (by distance l) of a GB
disclination with strength ω is accompanied by
emissionr of tworlattice dislocations with Burgers
vectors b1 and b2 from the GB into the adjacent
grains I and II, respectively (Fig.16). The disclination
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Fig. 16. Displacement of the wedge disclination
(black triangle) with the strength ω from its initial
position (dashed triangle) by the distance l is accompanied by the emission ofr two lattice
dislor
cations with Burgers vectors b1 and b2 . The ωdisclination moves along the grain boundary plane
(which is perpendicular to the figure plane and intersects it along the y-axis) towards another disclination
(white triangle) with the strength -ω. The x-axis is
normal to the grain boundary plane. The x1y1 and
x2y2 coordinate systems are associated with the
gliding planes of emitted dislocations. φ1 and φ2 are
the angles between the normal to the grain boundary plane and the gliding planes of respectively the
first and the second dislocations. τ1 and τ2 are the
shear stresses acting along the gliding planes of
the first and second dislocation, respectively. L and
L1 are the distances between the disclinations before and after displacement of the ω-disclination.

with strength ω can be treated as that terminating a
ragged wall of periodically spaced
r GB dislocations
with identical Burgers vectors b and spacing (period) l. This dislocation representation is relevant to
both small- and large-angle GBs with GB dislocations having a “large” crystal lattice Burgers vector
in the case of small-angle GBs and a “small” DSC-

lattice Burgers vector in the case of large-angle GBs
[146, 180]. With the spacing l between such dislocations assumed to be the distance of an elementary transfer of the disclination, Burgers vectors of
the GB dislocations and strength
r GB
r ω rof the
disclination
obey the equations: b1 + b2 = b and
r
| b |=b ≈ lω. From the former equation, one finds that
the Burgers vector magnitude b is in the following
relationship with the magnitudes, b1 and b2, of
Burgers vectors of the emitted dislocations:

FG
H

b = b1 cos φ 1 +
b1

sin( φ 1 + φ 2 )
sin φ 2

b2
b1

cos φ 2

IJ =
K
(16)

,

where φ1 and φ2 are the angles between the normal
to the GB plane and the gliding planes of the respectively first and second emitted lattice dislocations (Fig.16). Notice that b < b1, b2 in the case of
large-angle GBs (containing dislocations with DSClattice Burgers vectors).
The consequent emission of lattice dislocation
pairs (Fig.16) causes change of GB misorientation
along large fragments of the GB plane. This process is capable of giving rise to the rotation of a
grain as a whole.
The above model is approximate. First, the authors [178, 179] have restricted their consideration
to the z-independent situation with a disclination
dipole at a tilt boundary characterized by two macroscopic geometric parameters, the angles φ1 and
φ2 (Fig.16). However, tilt boundaries which are effectively described in terms of disclinations [8], represent the most widespread type of GBs in real materials, in which case this model covers most real
GBs. Second, the choice of the disclination dipole
as a subject of the theoretical analysis (addressed
the GB disclination motion) in this model has been
related to the two following aspects: (i) the longrange stress field of the moving disclination should
be screened, and (ii) there is an experimental evidence (see reviews [8, 114] and references therein)
that disclinations form dipole, quadrupole and multipole configurations in real materials under large
deformation. In principle, one could consider an individual GB disclination whose elastic fields would
be screened by outer boundaries of the solid as
was the case in works [20, 181-183]. Such a consideration is sometimes reasonable but always significantly more complicated. That is why the authors [178, 179] have chosen the simplest way to
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l

Fig. 17. Disclinations composing a dipole terminate
a ragged wall of periodically (with period l) spaced
grain boundary dislocations with either a crystallattice or DSC-lattice Burgers vector in respectively
small- and large-angle boundaries. An elementary
transfer of a moving disclination, shown in Fig. 16,
is accompanied by the splitting of one of the grain
boundary dislocations into the two lattice dislocations.

screen the long-range stress field of the moving (first)
disclination by using the simplest self-screened
disclination configuration (disclination dipole) among
others which are observed in real materials. Third, it
has been supposed that the disclination dipole consists of mobile (first) and immobile (second)
disclinations (Fig.16). As with the first disclination,
the second disclination may also represent the discontinuity of misorientation across the GB, or may
be a triple junction disclination, etc. It may also be
as mobile as the first disclination is. This would not
change results of the model, because the authors
[178, 179] have analysed only the energetic possibility for an elemental displacement of the first
disclination. It would hardly be expected that both
the disclinations must make such elemental
“jumps” simultaneously. Therefore, one can treat one
of them as “mobile” while another one as “immobile”.
Following papers [178, 179], let us consider energetic characteristics of the GB disclination motion under discussion (Fig.16). The dipole of the GB
disclinations can be treated as the defects terminating the GB dislocation wall of finite extent (Fig.17),
in which case an elementary transfer of the moving
disclination occurs via the splitting of one GB dislo-

cation belonging to the wall into two lattice dislocations. The motion of the GB disclination occurs under the action of external mechanical load which, in
the framework of the model, causes uniaxial stress
parallel with the GB plane and promotes the motion
of the emitted dislocations (Fig.16). The elementary transfer of a GB disclination by distance l, accompanied by emission of two lattice dislocations,
is energetically favourable, if the energy (per unit
disclination length) W2 of the defect configuration
resulted from the transfer is lower than the energy
W1 of the pre-existent configuration (before the transfer): ∆W = W2-W1 <0.
The pre-existent configuration represents a dipole of GB disclinations with the distance L (the
dipole arm) between them. The energy W1 of this
system is given by
Dω L
2

W1 = Ed =

2

2

F ln R + 1 I + NE
H L 2K

c
b

,

(17)

where the first term is the strain energy of the
disclination dipole (see formula (1) in Section 2.2.1)
and the second term is the sum energy of cores of
the N GB dislocations which compose the ragged
wall (Fig.17). The core energy is approximated as
c
[141] E b ≈ Db2/2.
The energy density W2 of the dipole configuration resulted from the elementary transfer (Fig.16)
can be written as follows [178, 179]:
W2 = E d + E b + E b + E d + Ed +
b1

'

1

(18)

Eb + Eσ + Eσ .
b1

b1

b2

2

b2

2

'

Here Ed denotes the strain energy of the resultant
disclination dipole characterized by the dipole arm
L1=L-l, Eb1 (Eb2) the self energy of the first (second)
b
b
emitted dislocation, Ed 1 ( Ed 2 ) the energy that characterizes elastic interaction between the first (second) emitted dislocation and the disclination dipole,
b
E b21 the energy that characterizes elastic interacb
b
tion between the emitted dislocations, and E σ 1 ( E σ 2 )
the work of the external stress σ spent to transfer
the first (second) dislocation to its position shown
in Fig.16.
'
The strain energy Ed of the disclination dipole
with the arm L1 is given by formula (17) with the
substitution of L for L1 and N for (N-1).
The self energies of the dislocations read [141]
2

Eb =
i

Db i
2

FG ln R + 1IJ ,
H r K
c

(19)
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where i=1,2, and rc is the dislocation core radius
(which is assumed to be the same for both the dislocations under consideration).
Calculation of the other terms of the sum (18) is
given in paper [179]. The final expressions for the
b
b
b
energies Ed i , E b21 , and E σ i are as follows:
D

Ed =
bi

2

FG
H

2

2

p +l
2

D

E b21 =
b

a

2

2

2

(20)

FG
H

b1b2 1 +

a

p + R + 2 pR cos φ 1 + φ 2
2

2

a
IJ
2 pR sin aφ + φ f
+ R + 2 pR cosa φ + φ f K

2ep 1 + cos φ 1 + φ 2
2

f
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f
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IJ ,
+ 2 pl sin φ K

cos φ 1 + φ 2 ln

0.1

0.2

p + L + 2 pL sin φ i
2

0.2

−

R + l + 2Rl sin φ i
2

l ln

R + L + 2RL sin φ i
2

ωbi cos φ i L ln

∆W / Gb2

f
(21)

4
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2
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Fig. 18. Dependence of ∆W on the distance p moved
by each of the emitted lattice dislocations, for
L=30b, σ =10-3G, R=105b, ω=0.1, and the following
values of the characteristic angles: φ1=φ2=45° (curve
1), φ1=30° and φ2=40° (curve 2), φ1=20° and φ2=30°
(curve 3), and φ1=φ2=2° (curve 4).

2

−

1

p

2

2

,

2

1

σ

Eσ = −
bi

2

b i p sin 2 φ i ,

2

(22)

where e is the base of the natural logarithm and σ is
the external normal stress (Fig.16). With formulae
(17)-(22), the authors [178, 179] have found the difference ∆W:

RSbb + b gF ln R + 1I −
H r K
2T
σ
b − p a b sin 2φ + b sin 2φ f +
D
p +R + 2 pR cosa φ + φ f
F
b b G 1 + cosa φ + φ f ln
2ep 1 + cosaφ + φ f
H
2 pR sin aφ + φ f
IJ
−
p + R + 2 pR cosa φ + φ f K
(23)
R 1 L F R 1I O
L
+ ω L Mln + −
N L 2 L H ln L + 2K PQ +
F R + L + 2RL sin φ −
ω ∑ b cos φ G L ln
H p + L + 2pL sin φ
R + l + 2Rl sin φ I U
l ln
J V.
p + l + 2 pl sin φ K W
∆W =

D

2

2
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2
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2
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Formula (23) has allowed to numerically investigate the dependences of ∆W on parameters, p, φ1,

φ2, σ, R, and L, of the system under consideration.
Thus, the dependences ∆W(p) are shown in Fig.18
for various values of characteristic angles φ1 and φ2
related to the crystallography of the adjacent grains
[179]. These dependences indicate that angles φ1
and φ2 crucially influence elementary transfer of a
GB disclination. In fact, the disclination transfer is
energetically facilitated at low angles and hampered
with rising φ1 and φ2. At large values of φ1 and φ2
(tentatively >50 °) there exists an energetic barrier
for motion of the emitted lattice dislocations, and
the disclination transfer is energetically unfavourable.
In the range of φ1 and φ2 from 0° to tentatively 20 °,
the dislocation motion has a barrier-less character
with ∆W (<0) decreasing with rising the dislocation
path p (Fig.18). In the range of φ1 and φ2 from tentatively 20° to 50°, the disclination transfer is either
favourable or unfavourable, depending on other parameters (L, ω, σ) of the system. In this situation,
the characteristic energy difference ∆W(p=b) at the
starting point of the dislocation motion is highly
sensitive to both the distance L between the
disclinations and their strength magnitude ω (see
Figs.19 and 20) [178, 179].
At the same time, ∆W(p=b) weakly depends on
the external stress σ (see Fig.21) [179]. The influence of the stress σ on the characteristic energy
difference ∆W(p) increases with rising the dislocation path p at some intermediate values (close to
45°) of angles φ1 and φ2. The energy difference
∆W(p) at low values of angles φ1 and φ2 is weakly
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Fig. 19. Dependence of ∆W on the distance L between grain boundary disclinations at the initial stage
of the dislocation emission (at p=b), for σ = 10-3G,
R=105b, ω=0.1, and the following values of the characteristic angles: φ1=φ2=45° (curve 1), φ1=30° and
φ2=40° (curve 2), φ1=20° and φ2=30° (curve 3), and
φ1=φ2=2° (curve 4).
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Fig. 20. Dependence of ∆W on the disclination
strength ω at the initial stage of the dislocation emission (at p=b), for σ=10-3G, R=105b, L=30b, and the
following values of the characteristic angles:
φ1=φ2=45° (curve 1), φ1=30° and φ2=40° (curve 2),
φ1=20° and φ2=30° (curve 3), and φ1=φ2=2° (curve 4).
∆W / Gb2
0.1

sensitive to σ, as is shown in Fig. 22 [179]. This
naturally follows from the geometry of the system
(Fig.16).
Thus, probability of splitting of a GB dislocation
into a pair of lattice dislocations, their emission and
corresponding motion of the GB disclination increases with decreasing values of angles φ1 and φ2,
and with growth of the dipole arm L and disclination
strength ω. The GB disclination motion has been
proved to be an energetically favourable process in
rather wide ranges of parameters that characterize
the defect configuration under consideration. In contrast to the previously considered situation with
disclination motion associated with (ordered in
space and time) absorption of dislocations by GBs
[8, 156], the model of disclination motion associated with emission of dislocation pairs [178, 179]
does not require any correlated flux of dislocations
from grain interiors to GBs. The suggested
micromechanism for the disclination motion (Fig.16)
can be responsible for experimentally observed rotations of grains in fine-grained materials under
(super)plastic deformation and thermal treatment.

3.2. Motion of dipole of grain
boundary disclinations
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Fig. 21. Dependence of ∆W on the distance p moved
by the emitted dislocations, for φ1=30° and φ2=40°,
R=105b, L=30b, ω=0.1, and the following values of
the applied stress σ/G=10-4, 10-3 and 10-2 (curves 1,
2 and 3, respectively).
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The model of motion of a GB disclination [178, 179]
(discussed in the previous Section) is easily to extend to the case of conservative motion of a dipole
of such disclinations under the action of external

100

Fig. 22. Dependence of ∆W on the distance p moved
by the emitted dislocations, for φ1=φ2=2°, R=105b,
L=30b, ω=0.1, and the following values of the applied stress σ/G=10-4, 10-3 and 10-2 (curves 1, 2 and
3, respectively).
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Fig. 23. Motion of a disclination dipole may be considered as similar to the motion of a (super)dislocation.

loading [176, 177]. Motion of dipoles of the GB
disclinations may be considered as similar to the
motion of (super)dislocations and essentially contributes to high-strain deformation (Fig.23) [8]. Remember that experimental evidence of the existence
of disclination dipoles in typical NCMs has recently
been demonstrated in direct atomic-level HREM
observations by Murayama et al. [126].
Following the model [176, 177], one can assume
that the rotational deformation in a fine-grained material occurs via the stress-induced motion of a dipole of GB disclinations. In the framework of the
model, the dipole consists of two GB disclinations
with the strengths +ω and -ω, respectively, and has
the arm L. The disclination of the strength +ω (+ωdisclination) transfers by the distance l due to the
emissionrof two rlattice dislocations with the Burgers
vectors b and b1 into the adjacent grains (Fig.24)
[176,
177]. The dislocation with the Burgers vector
r
b moves along its gliding plane towards the
disclination of the strength -ω (-ω-disclination). This
disclination moves by the distance l in the same
direction as the +ω-disclination due to the emission ofr two lattice
dislocations with the Burgers vecr
tors - b and b2 into the abuttingrgrains. rThe dislocations with the Burgers vector b and - b emitted by
the +ω- and -ω-disclinations, respectively, meet each
other and annihilate.
Of course, this model is very idealistic, even more
than that considered in Section 3.1. In a real NCM
fabricated by severe deformation method, the GB

σ

Fig. 24. Motion of a dipole of grain boundary
disclinations is accompanied by emission of lattice
dislocations from the grain boundaries into the adjacent grains. The dislocation slip planes are inclined
at the angles φ, φ1 and φ2 to the x-axis.

disclinations with various values of strength are distributed in a rather disordered manner along nonequilibrium GBs and the emitted lattice dislocations
do not necessary annihilate. In addition, grain interiors of a fine-grained material contain many lattice
dislocations generated during severe plastic deformation. These dislocations are capable of interacting and annihilating with the dislocations emitted
by GB disclinations. Thus, real processes occurring during motion of GB disclinations can be very
complicated and different from those described by
the model [176, 177]. However, this simplified model
is convenient for a strict mathematical analysis and
effective for understanding the key peculiarities of
the GB disclination motion accompanied by emission of lattice dislocations. Also, it can serve as a
basis for further detailed consideration of evolution
of GB defects in plastically deformed NCMs.
The cooperative motion of the GB disclinations
composing the dipole causes the plastic deformation of a NCM. The dipole motion is energetically
favourable, if the difference between the system
energies (per unit disclination length) after (W2) and
before (W1) the dipole elementary transfer is negative: ∆W=W2-W1<0. The corresponding calculation
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of ∆W is very similar to that described in Section
3.1, so we give below only several intermediate formulae and the final result. The full calculation procedure is represented in paper [176].
The energy of the system in its initial state (before the dipole transfer) W1 is the strain energy of
the disclination dipole which is given by the first
term in formula (17).
The disclination dipole motion is accompanied
by the emission of the lattice dislocations, in which
case the energy density W2 of the defect system
consists of the five following terms [176, 177]:

W 2 = E d + E b + E b + E bb + E int .
1

E bb = Db

Ed =
b1

b2

b1

bb

2

E bb + E bb + E σ + E σ + E σ .
b1

b2

b1

b1

b2

b2

bb

bb

(25)

Here Ed , Ed and Ed denote the energies that
characterize the interactionr of the rdisclination dipole with respectively the b1 - and b2 -dislocations,
r
b
and the dipole of ± b -dislocations; E b21 is the energy
r
r
of the interaction between the b1 - and b2 -dislocab
b
tions; Ebb1 and Ebb2 denote the energies that characterize the interaction of the dislocation dipole with
bb
b
b
these dislocations; E σ 1 , E σ 2 and Eσ are the energies that characterize the interaction of the
r applied
r
stress σ with respectively the emitted b1 - and b2 dislocations, and the dislocation dipole. Consider
the energies figuring on the r.h.s. of formula (24)
with account for (25).
r
r
The self energies of the b1 - and b2 -dislocations
are given by formula (19).
r
The self energy of the dipole of ± b -dislocations
is calculated as the work spent to generate these
dislocations in their sum elastic field that finally gives
[176]

a

D ω b1

(26)

bb

f

Ψ p 2 ,− φ,− φ 2 ,

2

Ed = −

Dωbl

(28)

×

2

aL − pf + l + 2aL − pf l cos 2φ ,
4

cos φ ln

(27)

a

D ωb2

b2

f

Ψ p 1 , φ, φ 1 ,

2

Ed =

2

4

2

(29)

p + l + 2 p l cos 2φ
4

4

2 2

where the following function

a

f

a f×
L + R + l + 2LR cosa φ + φ f+ 2Ll sin φ − 2Rl sin φ
ln
L + p + l + 2Lp cosaφ + φ f+ 2Ll sin φ − 2 xl sin φ
Ψ p1, φ, φ 1 = l cos φ 1 + L sin φ + φ 1
2

b1

c

where the last term “1” is added to take into account the contributions of the dislocation cores.
The energies of interaction between the
disclination dipole and the lattice dislocations are
calculated in a similar way, as the work spent to
generate these dislocations in the stress field of
the disclination dipole. In doing so, one has to use
the different coordinate systems shown in Fig.24.
These quite cumbersome calculations result in [176]

(24)

Eint = E d + E d + Ed + E b +

FG ln L − 2p − r + 1IJ ,
H r
K
c

2

Here Ed=W1 is the strain energy of the disclination
dipole which does not change during its correlated
motion, Eb1 and Eb2 are the self energies ofrthe emitr
ted dislocations with the Burgers vectors b1 and b2 ,
respectively; Ebb is the self energy of the dislocation dipole consistingrof the remitted dislocations
with Burgers vectors b and - b , and Eint is the sum
energy that characterizes all the interactions between the defects composing the system (Fig.24)
(except between both the disclinations whose interaction
r
r energy is included in Ed, and between the
b - and b -dislocations whose interaction energy is
included in Ebb), and between the defects and the
applied stress σ. The last component can be decomposed into nine terms as follows [176]:

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

R + l − 2Rl sin φ 1
2

− l cos φ 1 ln

1

2

2

p1 + l − 2 p1l sin φ 1
2

2

(30)

is introduced. Here l denotes the distance between
the GB dislocations which compose the ragged dislocation walls with the disclinations at the edges
(Fig.24). This distance may be written
through the
r
magnitude of the Burgers vector B of the GB dislocations and the disclination strength ω as
l ≈ B ω.

(31)
r
In its turn, the Burgers vector B is connected with
other geometric parameters of this defect configuration by the relations: B =b1cosφ1+bcosφ and b1/
b =sinφ/sinφ1. Their substitution into equation (31)
gives
l≈

a

b sin φ + φ 1
ω sin φ 1

f.

(32)
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Fig. 25. φ-dependence of the angles φ1 and φ2(=φ1)
corresponding to the minimum of the energy difference ∆W, for the following parameters of the model:
ω=0.1, p 1 =p 2 =p=b, σ=5 . 10 -3 G, R=10 7 b and
L=1000b.

Fig. 26. Dependence of the energy difference ∆W
on the disclination dipole arm L, for the following
parameters of the model: ω=0.1, p 1=p 2=p=b,
σ=5.10-3G, R=107b and φ=30° (curve 1), 40° (2) and
50° (3).

r
b
E1
r The energy of interaction b2 between the b1- and
b2 -dislocations is also calculated as the work spent
to generate one dislocation in the stress field of the
other. The result is [176]

The energies of interaction of the lattice dislocations with the external stress σ are given by simple
formulae
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bp sin 2φ.

(38)

Thus, all terms of sums (24) and (25) are obtained. The energy difference ∆W=W2-W1 may then
be written in the following final form [176]:

RSbb + b gFG ln R + 1IJ +
H r K
2T
F L − 2p − r + 1IJ
2b G ln
H r
K
F S S + cosaφ − φ f ln R IJ −
−2b b G
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D
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are used.
r
b
The energy of interaction
E bbi of the bi -dislocar
tion with the dipole of ±b -dislocations is determined
in a similar way that results in [176]
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The results of numerical calculations carried out
by using formula (39) are presented in Figs. 25 and
26 [176, 177]. Thus, the dependences of the characteristic angles φ1 and φ2 on the angle φ are shown
in Fig.25, in the case with φ1=φ2. These dependences, for the given values of φ, indicate the angles
φ1 and φ2 at which the disclination dipole motion
(Fig.24) is characterized by the lowest value ∆Wmin
(where ∆W<0) of the energy difference (39) that corresponds to the start of the disclination dipole motion. (In other words, ∆Wmin is the largest energy
gain due to the start of motion of emitted lattice
dislocations, associated with the process in question). As it follows from Fig.25, these angles φ1 and
φ2(=φ1) increase with rising φ from 0° to ≈15°, have
the constant value of ≈11° in the range of φ from
≈15° to ≈30°, and decrease from ≈11° to ≈4° with
rising φ from ≈30° to ≈55°.
The angles φ1 and φ2(=φ1), which correspond to
the minimum of the energy difference ∆W, depend
weakly on other parameters L, σ, and ω of the system. At the same time, the minimum value ∆Wmin
of this characteristic energy difference is sensitive
to the parameters discussed. In Fig. 26, the dependences of ∆Wmin on the disclination dipole arm L
are presented for various values of the angle φ [177].
It follows from Fig. 26 that the disclination dipole
motion is energetically favourable (∆Wmin<0) if the
dipole arm L exceeds a critical value Lc, which is φ
dependent and close to about 150b ≈ 50 nm. In the
range of φ from 1° to tentatively 30°, the dependences ∆Wmin(L) coincide; they are presented as
curve 1 in Fig. 26. The dependences ∆Wmin(L) at
φ=40° and 50° (see curves 2 and 3 respectively in
Fig.26) are different from those at φ ≤ 30°. They indicate that ∆Wmin(L) slightly decreases with rising φ
from 30° to 50°. To summarize, ∆Wmin<0, that is
the disclination dipole motion (Fig.24) is an energetically favourable process within rather wide
ranges of parameters that characterize the defect
configuration under consideration.
Thus, in papers [176, 177], it has been theoretically revealed that the rotational mode of plastic flow
in the fine-grained materials produced by severe plastic deformation can effectively occur via the GB
disclination dipole motion associated with the emission of lattice dislocation pairs into the adjacent
grains (Fig.24). In contrast to the previously considered [8, 156] situation with the disclination motion
associated with the absorption (ordered in space
and time) of lattice dislocations by GBs, the
disclination dipole motion associated with the emission of lattice dislocation pairs does not require any
correlated flux of dislocations from grain interiors to
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GBs. This micromechanism for the disclination
motion can be responsible for the rotations of grains
experimentally observed [152-156, 168-173] in the
fine-grained materials under (super)plastic deformation and thermal treatment.

3.3. Crossover from grain boundary
sliding to rotational deformation
In the previous Sections we have considered the
motion of partial disclinations which is realized by
absorption (Section 2) or emission (Sections 3.1
and 3.2) of lattice dislocations. Thus, cooperative
action of the translational (dislocation gliding) and
rotational (disclination motion) modes of plastic
deformation in NCMs has been assumed. However,
as we have already mentioned above, with grain refinement below a critical grain size d* the gliding of
lattice dislocations stops to play any significant role
in NCMs, and new micromechanisms of plasticity
as GB sliding and diffusion mass transfer are activated. The question arises how the rotational mode
of plasticity can develop in these conditions. In the
present Section we discuss the results of recent
theoretical investigation of relation between the
micromechanisms of GB sliding and diffusion, and
rotational deformation which occurs through generation and motion of partial GB disclinations by
means of the climb of GB dislocations along GBs
in NCMs [184]. It is demonstrated that under special conditions of plastic deformation, the crossover
from the translational micromechanism of plasticity
(GB sliding) to the rotational one (grain rotation) is
possible.
3.3.1. Splitting of gliding grain boundary
dislocations at triple junction into
climbing dislocations (small-scale view)
GB sliding which is treated to be the dominant mode
of superplasticity in nano- and microcrystalline
materials occurs via motion of gliding GB dislocations. They have Burgers vectors that are parallel
with corresponding GB planes along which these
dislocations glide. Triple junctions of GBs, where
GB planes change their orientations, serve as obstacles for the GB dislocation motion. In these circumstances, splitting of gliding GB dislocations can
occur at triple junctions, resulting in the formation
of sessile dislocations and gliding dislocations providing the further GB sliding along the adjacent GBs
[185]. However, in general, GB dislocations stopped
at a triple junction are also capable of being split
into climbing GB dislocations (Fig.27) [184]. When
this process repeatedly occurs at a triple junction,
it results in the formation of two walls of GB dislo-
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Fig.e 27. Combined action of grain boundary sliding
and rotational deformation mode. (a) Nanocrystalline
specimen in a non-deformed state. (b) Grain boundary sliding occurs via motion of gliding grain boundary
dislocations under shear stress action. (c) Gliding dislocations split at triple junction O of grain boundaries
into climbing dislocations. (d) The splitting of gliding
grain boundary dislocations repeatedly occurs causing the formation of walls of grain boundary dislocations whose climb is accompanied by crystal lattice
rotation in a grain. (e) Climbing dislocations reach triple
junction O’ where they converge into gliding dislocations causing further grain boundary sliding.
y
τ

j

nc

cations climbing along the GBs adjacent to the triple
junction. The climbing GB dislocation walls cause
the rotational deformation, in which case the repeatedly occurring splitting of gliding GB dislocations at
the triple junction provides the crossover from the
GB sliding to the rotational deformation mode. This
process can be spread over the grain which has to
rotate on an angle as a whole. Thus, the stopped
GB sliding can stimulate plastic rotation of the
neighbour grain. Obviously this mechanism may only
be effective under the condition of intensive GB diffusion of vacancies which must be capable to provide the necessary velocity of GB dislocation climb.
The reality of the model [184] may be estimated
from the viewpoint of thermodynamics (by analysing
the energetic favoritism of this process and obtaining only the necessary conditions of its realization)
or kinetics (which allows to find its sufficient conditions). In the framework of the first approach, which
has already been demonstrated many times through
this review, the problem is solved relatively simply
and gives new results (see below). The second approach means the necessity to state and solve a
very complicated problem of GB diffusion for vacancies in a system with many sources and sinks, with
account for highly inhomogeneous field of elastic
stresses of the dislocation-disclination structure that
evolves in space and time. Such a problem have
neither been stated nor solved yet. Using the first
approach, the authors [184] have considered the
very beginning of the transition from the GB sliding
to the formation of final disclination structure, when
the “head” GB dislocation in a pile-up splits into a
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Fig. 28. Splitting of the (a) head dislocation of a grain boundary dislocation pile-up at a triple junction into (b)
two dislocations that climb along the adjacent grain boundaries. Coordinate systems Oxy, Ox’y’ and O’’x’’y’’
are shown which have been used in calculations.
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pair of new GB dislocations (small-scale view; see
the current Section 3.3.1), and the very end of this
transition, when two pile-ups of GB dislocations at
the opposite sides of a grain are totally transformed
into a system of GB disclination dipoles (large-scale
view; see Section 3.3.2).
Following the model [184], consider a pile-up of
r
nc GB dislocations having the Burgers vectors b
near a triple junction of GBs under the action of
external shear stress τ (Fig.28a). Assume that the
head GB dislocation splits into the
r twornew GB dislocations with Burgers vectors b1 and b2 , which can
climb along the adjacent GBs (Fig.28b). The splitting process may be characterized by the difference
∆W=W2-W1 between the energies of the final (W2,
Fig.28b) and initial (W1, Fig.28a) states of the defect configuration. The splitting is energetically favorable (unfavorable), if ∆W<0 (∆W>0, respectively).
The equation ∆W=0 gives a set of critical values of
parameters for the defect configuration, at which the
splitting becomes energetically favorable.
The total energy W1 of the initial defect configuration (per unit dislocation length) consists of two
terms [184]
b−b

W1 = E1 + E Σ 1 ,
pu

(40)

pu

where E1 is the sum of the self energies of nc GB
dislocations composing the pile-up, and E Σb1− b ,is the
energy that characterizes pair interactions between
all these dislocations.
The first term is written at once as [141]

E1 = nc
pu

Db
2

2

F ln R + 1I .
H b K

(41)

In order to find the second term, let us first calculate the energy Eijb-b that characterizes elastic
interaction between the ith and jth GB dislocations
of the pile-up, with the distance (xi-xj ) between them
(Fig.28a). The positions xi and xj of these dislocations may be calculated [186] with the help of the
Laguerre polynomials Ln(x) which are determined as
solutions of the differential equation
2

x

2

d y
dx

2

a f dydx + ny = 0.

+ 1− x

and is given by the following formula

a f .
L ax f = −∑
k !ak + 1f!an − k − 1f!
n ! −x

n −1

'

k =0

Eshelby et al. [186] showed that the roots of the
first derivative of the Laguerre polynomial L’n(x) determine the equilibrium positions of dislocations in
a discrete dislocation pile-up. Thus, by calculating
numerically the positions of the GB dislocations in
the pile-up for the given values of nc and τ (Fig.28a),
one can also find the energy of elastic interaction
between two GB dislocations as the work spent to
transfer one dislocation from a free surface of a solid
to its current position in the stress field created by
the other dislocation. A similar approach has been
used for analysing dislocation interactions within a
GB dislocation pile-up in work [185]. In doing so,
the energy Eijb-b of interaction between the i-th and
j-th GB dislocations has been found as [184]
b −b

E ij

= Db ln

R

2

xi − x j

2

dx

2

a f dydx + an − 1fy = 0

+ 2−x

.

(45)

The energy E Σb1− b ,that characterizes pair interactions between all GB dislocations belonging to the
pile-up (Fig.28a) is the sum of energies Eijb-b over
the GB dislocation indices i and j (i ≠ j) [184]:
b−b

E Σ1 =

nc −1

nc

∑ ∑E

b−b
ij

= Db

n c −1

2

i =1 j = i + 1

nc

∑ ∑ ln x
i =1 j = i +1

R
i

− xj

.

(46)

The energy of the defect configuration (Fig.28b)
resulted from the splitting of the head dislocation
belonging to the GB dislocation pile-up consists of
nine terms [184]:
b −b

W2 = E 2 + E Σ 2 + E s + E s +
pu

b − b1

b − b2

EΣ 2 + EΣ 2

+E

b1

b1 − b 2

b2

+E

τ − b1

+E

τ − b2

(47)

,

pu

where E2 is the sum of all self energies of the GB
dislocations belonging to the pile-up after the splitting, E Σb 2− b the energy of pair interactions between all
b
GB dislocations composing the pile-up, Es and
b
Es are the self energies of the two GB dislocations resulted from the splitting of the head dislocab b
b b
tion, E Σ 2− and E Σ 2− are the energies that characterize interaction between GB dislocations of the
pile-up and the GB dislocations resulted from the
r
splitting
by Burgers vectors b1
r and characterized
b b
and b2 , respectively; E − is the energy of interaction between these latter (climbing) dislocations; and
τ−b
b
and E τ − ,are the effective works of the shear
E
2

(42)

1

d y

(44)

n

1

The first derivative of the Laguerre polynomial L’n(x)
is a solution of the equation
x

k

(43)

2

1

1

2

2
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stress τ, spent to transfer these two GB dislocations along the GBs adjacent to the triple junction.
The pile-up after the splitting of its head dislocation (Fig.28b) contains (nc-1) GB dislocations. To
simplify the calculations of the energy characteristics of these dislocations, the authors [184] have
assumed that the dislocation positions remain unchanged during the splitting of the head dislocation. This assumption is reasonable in at least the
situation where the GB dislocations resulted from
the splitting are close to the triple junction (Fig.28b).
pu
Then the first term of the sum (47), E2 , is directly
obtained from formula (41) through replacement of
b b
nc by (nc-1). The second term, E Σ 2− , yields from formula (46) with substitution of i=1 for i=2 in the lower
limit of the first sum.
The self energies of the new climbing GB dislob
b
cations, Es and Es , are well known [141]. They
are given by the r.h.s. of equation (19) with replacement of the cut-off radius r by b1 and b2, respectively.
Calculation of the energies of interaction between
the GB dislocations of the pile-up and the climbing
GB dislocations has been carried out in the following way [184]. First, the energy of interaction between the climbing dislocation and an arbitrary dislocation of the pile-up has been found. This procedure is quite cumbersome because it includes the
determination of the shear stress created by the
climbing dislocation, which acts in the plane of the
pile-up, with further calculation of the work spent to
generate a dislocation from the pile-up in this shear
stress field. For example, the energy of interaction
of the b1-dislocation with the i-th dislocation from
the pile-up has been obtained as [184]
1

1

∆W/Gb 2
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p + x i p cos φ
x i + 2 x i p cos φ + p
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Fig. 29. Dependences of ∆W (in units of Gb
r ) on
distance
p (in units of b) moved by climbing b1 - and
r
b2 -dislocations, for 2φ =40, 60, 80 and 120° (from
top to bottom).

r
r
action of both the b1 - and b2 -dislocations with GB
dislocations of the pile-up reads [184]
b − b1

b − b2

EΣ 2 + EΣ 2

=

∑ cE
nc

b − b1
i

2

+ 2Rp cos φ + p

2

2

−

i =1

2

h.

(49)

The energy E − of interaction between the climbing dislocations is also calculated as the work on
generation of one dislocation in the stress field of
the other. Omitting intermediate results, we give the
final formula [184]:
b1 b 2

FG
2R
+
2 H R cosec φ − 4Rp ctg φ + 4 p
(50)
R − 2Rp sin 2φ + 4 p sin φ I
cos 2φ ln
.
J
K
4 p sin φ
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+
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The work E
spent to transfer the bk -dislocation
by distance p under the shear stress τ is equal to

2

R + 2Rp cos φ + p
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2
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(48)

2

2

i

where
r 2φ is the
r angle between the GBs along which
the
r b1 - and b2 -dislocations climb, p the path of the
b1 -dislocation, and xi the coordinate of the i-th dislocation in the pile-up (Fig.28b). In ar similar way,
the energy Eib-b2 of interaction of the b2 -dislocation
with the i-th dislocation in the pile-up is calculated.
Therefore, the total energy that charactrizes inter-

τ − bk

= − bk pτ sin 2φ.

(51)

Thus, we have all terms figuring in the energy
difference ∆W=W2-W1 that characterizes the splitting (Fig.28) considering as an elementary act of
the crossover from the GB sliding to the rotational
deformation mode in NCMs. The numerical results
for the dependences ∆W(p), which have been obtained for b1=b2=b/(2sinφ), nc=5, R=107b, τ=G/200
and different values of the angle 2φ, are presented
in Fig.29 [184]. These curves show that the splitting - an elementary act of the crossover from the
GB sliding to the rotational mode – is energetically
favorable at large values (80°-120°) of the angle 2φ.
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In paper [185] it has been demonstrated that the
splitting of the head GB dislocation of a pile-up
stopped at a triple junction into two, gliding and
sessile, GB dislocations is energetically favorable
at low values of the angle 2φ. That version of the
splitting serves as an elementary act of the GB sliding at triple junctions.
Thus, the crossover from the GB sliding to the
rotational deformation (Figs.27 and 28) occurs effectively at triple junctions with large values of the
angle 2φ, while the GB sliding itself occurs effectively at triple junctions with comparatively low values of the angle 2φ.
3.3.2. Cooperative action of grain boundary
sliding and rotational deformation mode
in nanocrystalline materials (large-scale
view)
Consider, how the system of defects described in
the previous Section can develop in time under an
external shear stress [184].rAfter ther head GB dislocation has split into the b1 - and b2 -dislocations
(Fig.28b), their stress fields prevent movement of
the second GB dislocation of the pile-up towards
the triple junction where
ther splitting has occurred.
r
When the climbing b1- and b2 -dislocations move far
from the triple junction, their effect on the second
GB dislocation of the pile-up becomes weak. In this
case the second dislocation of the pile-up moves to
the triple junction where it splits into two GB dislocations climbing along the adjacent GBs. Such a
splitting process repeatedly occurs transforming GB
dislocations of the pile-up into the climbing GB dislocations (Fig.27). These climbing dislocations form
dislocation walls of finite extent at the two GBs adjacent to the triple junction. The geometric and elastic
properties of these two ragged dislocation walls are
similar to those of the corresponding two-axes dipoles of partial wedge disclinations [8, 133] (see
also Sections 2 and 3.1).
Now assume that similar splitting processes
occur at two opposite triple junctions of GBs surrounding a nano-sized grain. The GB dislocation pileups located near the opposite triple junctions consist of dislocations with the Burgers vectors of opposite signs, which tend to move under the shear
stress action towards each other and are stopped
by the triple junctions. Such a pile-up consisting of
nc dislocations in its initial state may be represented
effectivelyr as a rsuperdislocation with the Burgers
vector ±B =±nc b (Fig.30a). Following the model
[184], these two superdislocations split and are
transformed into four GB dislocation walls of finite
extent, which are effectively represented as four dipoles of disclinations (Fig.30b).
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Fig. 30. Large-scale model of crossover from grain
boundary sliding to rotational deformation mode. (a)
Two superdislocations (models of pile-ups of grain
boundary dislocations) are stopped at the opposite
triple junctions. (b) Four disclination dipoles (models of climbing dislocation walls) are located at the
grain boundaries adjacent to the triple junctions.

In calculating the energy characteristics of evolution of the GB dislocation ensemble, causing grain
rotation, for definiteness and simplicity, the authors
[184] have made the following model assumptions:
(i) The grain is a hexagon with the angles 2φ characterizing the splitting processes at the opposite
triple junctions being the same. (ii) Magnitudes of
the Burgers vectors of all GB dislocations belonging to the dislocation pile-ups are the same. (iii)
The plane of the shear stress action is parallel with
planes of GBs where the GB dislocation pile-ups
are located. (iv) All the disclinations modeling the
walls of the climbing GB dislocations have the same
strength magnitude ω. Also the total number 2nc of
GB dislocations participating in the transformations
have believed to be constant. It is worth noting that
all these assumptions are not necessary and may
be omitted in a more general model.
Following the authors [184], consider the conditions which are necessary for realization of the total
transformation of two initial pile-ups of GB dislocations (Fig.30a) into four ragged walls of climbing GB
dislocations modeled by four dipoles of GB
disclinations (Fig.30b). The transformation of the GB
dislocation ensemble may be characterized by the
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~ ~ ~
difference ∆W =W2 -W1 between the energies of the
~
~
final (W2 ) and initial (W1) states of the ensemble.
The transformation is energetically favorable (unfa~
~
vorable), if ∆W <0 ( ∆W >0, respectively).
In the framework of the model discussed, the
energy of the dislocation ensemble in its initial state
(Fig.30a) consists of the three terms [184]:
~
pu
b−b
B−B
W1 = 2E1 + 2E Σ 1 + E int ,

(52)

where the two first terms are already known — they
describe the sum of self energies of the GB dislocapu
tions in the pile-ups (2
2E1 ) and the sum of all energies of pair interactions between the GB dislocations within their pile-ups (2E Σb1− b ). They are determined by formulae (41) and (46), respectively. The
third term, EintB − B , is the energy that characterizes
pair interactions between GB dislocations belonging to the different pile-ups. In the first approximation, this energy may be estimated as the energy of
elastic interaction of
r two superdislocations with the
Burgers vectors ± B [184]:
B−B

Eint

= − DB ln
2

R

,

P

(53)

where P is the distance between the opposite triple
junctions.
Thus, the energy (52) of the system in its initial
state is approximated by the sum of three terms.
The two first terms strictly take into account the
fine structure of the dislocation pile-ups (i.e., the
specific distributions of dislocations within the pileups), while the third one is approximated by equation (53), which does not account for this fine structure. However, this approximation (when a pile-up is
treated as a superdislocation) gives rather good results if the distance P (Fig.30a) is much larger than
the pile-up length [141]. The latter must be smaller
than S/2, and S is assumed to be always smaller
(two or more times, see below) than P in the model
[184]. Therefore, the pile-up length must be four or
more times smaller then P, and the approximation
of superdislocations in calculating the term (53) is
thus proved.
The energy of the GB dislocation ensemble in
its final state (Fig.30b) consists of the six terms
[184]:
~
pu
1− 2
∆
∆
W2 = 4 E s + 4 E τ + 2E τ + 2E int +
1− 3

1− 4

2Eint + 2Eint ,

stress τ,2Eτ the work spent to transfer all GB dislocations belonging to the pile-ups from their initial
positions up to the corresponding triple junctions
i j
under the shear stress τ, and2E int− the energy of
interaction between the i-th and j-th disclination dipoles (i ≠ j; i=1,2,3; j=2,3,4).
The total self energy4 E s∆ of the disclination dipole with the arm (L-p) and strength ω is given by
formula (17) with replacement of L by (L-p), N by nc,
and b by b1.
The shear stress τ acts on the climbing GB dislocations which compose the disclination dipoles.
The work4 E τ∆ spent to climb of nc dislocations within
one disclination dipole is [184]
pu

F
H

∆

E τ = − τb1 sin 2φ p +

a

f I.
K
2ω

n c n c − 1 b1

This work is the same for all the disclination dipoles
under consideration (Fig.30b).
The GB dislocations of each pile-up consequently move under the shear stress τ action from
their initial positions x=xi, to the new positions at
the triple junctions (x=0). The work2E τpu spent to the
transfer of all the GB dislocations of a pile-up is
[184]
nc

E τ = − τb ∑ x i .
pu

(56)

i =1

The energy2E int− of elastic interaction between
the i-th and j-th disclination dipoles is calculated as
the work spent to generate one dipole in the stress
field of the other. Omitting cumbersome intermediate calculations, we give the final results [184]:
i

j

kΨ ax ', L,0,0, y ', φf −
Ψ a x ', p,0,0, y ', φfp
,
1− 2
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Dω

2

−
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−
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2

+
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+

x '= 0
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4

where4 E s∆ denotes the self-energy of a disclination
dipole,4 E τ∆ the work spent to transfer the GB dislocations resulted from the splitting under the shear

+

where,

(58)

y '= p

kΨ ax ',T ',T , L, y ',0f −
Ψ a x ',T ',T , p, y ',0 fp
,
1− 4

(57)
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2

+

x '=R y ' = L

(54)
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x '= 0
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GB sliding to rotational deformation (Fig.30) occurs.
This equation may be written as follows [184]:

~
∆W/Gb2
30
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a f
,
n a n − 1fb U (61)
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Fig. 31. Dependences of ∆W (in units of Gb2) on
disclination strength ω in the range of values of the
triple junction angle 2φ =60, 80, 100, 120 and 160°
(from top to bottom).
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(60)

and T=Psinφ, T ’=Pcos2φ.
Thus, all terms figuring in formulae (52) for the
~
~
energy W1 and (54) for the energy W2 , which com~ ~ ~
pose the characteristic difference ∆W =W2 -W1, have
~
been found. If ∆W is negative (positive), the transformation of the defect configuration is energetically
favorable (unfavorable, respectively). The authors
[184] have analysed numerically the dependence of
~
∆W on the disclination dipole strength ω (Fig.31).
The calculations have been carried out for b1=b2=b/
(2sinφ), nc=5, R=107b, τ =G/200, L=200b, P=400b
and different values of the angle 2φ that characterizes geometry of the triple junction. The plots
~
∆W (ω) show that the transformation is most favorable in the range of 2φ from 100° to 160°. Also, the
~
magnitude of ∆W (that is, the energy gain due to
~
the transformation when ∆W <0) decreases with an
increase of the disclination strength ω (ranging from
0.05 to 0.1).
3.3.3. Critical stress of crossover from grain
boundary sliding to rotational
deformation
~
The equation ∆W =0 allows one to calculate the
critical shear stress τc at which the crossover from

~
~
where W 2' is given by formula (54) for W2 with terms
pu
∆
4Eτ and 2Eτ removed.

Let us consider how τc changes depending on
the values of the angle 2φ and grain size P. The
authors [184] have used the following characteristic
values of parameters of a NCM and defect configuration under consideration. The Poisson ratio ν has
been equal to 0.3. Moduli of the GB dislocation
Burgers vectors and disclination strength have been
taken as follows: b=0.1 nm and ω=0.1 (≈5.7°). The
number nc has been varied from 3 to 20 together
with the distance L to keep the disclination strength
ω constant. The distance p has also been assumed
to be constant and equal to l. These assumptions
are considered reasonable based on the information available. As we will see later, actual form of
the curves is not too sensitive on the values.
Now express the distance L through S and P,
whose ratio q=S/P<1. Then we have [184]

L=

1− q
2 cos φ

P.

(62)

With formulas under discussion, for the above
characteristic values of parameters, the dependences of the critical shear stress τc on the grain
size (diameter) P have been calculated in [184].
These dependences are shown for q=0.5 (Fig.32a)
and q=0.1 (Fig.32b), for different values of the triple
junction angle 2φ. The curves τc (P) lie, in general,
in different ranges of P because the disclination
strength ω is taken constant here. Therefore, increase in P leads to increase in both L and nc, and
this relation depends on the angle 2φ. For the sake
of convenience, the points corresponding to nc = 3
(triangles), 5 (pentagons) and 15 (circles) are attached to every curve. The upper ends of the curves
correspond to nc=20. As a result, one can additionally trace how τc depends on the angle 2φ when
both the L and nc keep constant.
From Fig.32 it follows that τc decreases with the
decrease of P (grain refinement) [184]. This is the
main result of this section. It demonstrates that the
smaller grains are rotated easier (they are rotated
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Fig. 32. Dependence of the critical shear stress τc
on the grain size P, (a) for q=0.5 and (b) for q=0.1,
for different values of the triple junction angle 2φ
given by figures at the curves. The numbers of grain
boundary dislocations nc are shown by the triangles
(nc=3), pentagons (nc=5) and circles (nc=15).

under the action of smaller critical stress τc) than
the larger ones. Moreover, τc strongly depends on
the grain shape (i.e., on q and 2φ). Increase in q
leads to decrease in τc because larger q (for the
fixed values of P and 2φ) needs smaller number nc
of GB dislocations to spread along the GB (or smaller
dipole arm L-p). The dependence of τc on the angle
2φ is more complicated. For the fixed L and nc, in
the range of relatively small angles, 2φ < 100°, the
critical stress τc decreases with increasing 2φ and
achieves its minimum at 2φ ≈ 100° . In the range of
relatively large angles, 2φ > 100°, the critical stress
τc increases with rising 2φ.
Thus, one can conclude that the smaller grains
that are characterized by the larger q and 2φ ≈100°,
need the smaller critical stress τc to rotate [184].
The theoretical models for motion of GB
disclinations considered in Section 3 allow us to
conclude the following:
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· Motion of GB disclinations is an effective mechanism of rotational deformation in NCMs.
· Motion of GB disclinations may be realized
through the micromechanisms of emission of
lattice dislocations or climb of GB dislocations.
Realization of these micromechanisms are possible in wide ranges of values of the main geometry and force parameters of the system.
· Motion of GB disclinations by means of lattice
dislocation emission is effective until the usual
dislocation plasticity is possible in nanograins.
When the glide of lattice dislocations is replaced
by the GB sliding, appearance of GB dislocation pile-ups at the GB triple junctions and further transformation of these pile-ups into the
walls of climbing GB dislocations (the dipoles of
GB disclinations) serve as a possible way to
activate the rotational mode of plastic deformation in NCMs.
· The transition from the GB sliding to the rotational deformation becomes energetically favorable when the external shear stress achieves
its critical value which depends on the elastic
properties of the NCM, structure of its GBs, grain
size and shape. The smaller grains need the
smaller critical stress to rotate.

4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The rotational mode of plastic deformation in NCMs
occurs through nucleation and development of specific (rotational) defect structures which consist of
lattice and/or GB dislocations and may be described
effectively by means of partial disclinations. Rotational structures are generated in NCMs at various
imperfections of GBs (kinks, double and triple junctions, etc.) where the misorientation angle sharply
changes. Development of rotational plasticity depends on the mechanisms of translational plasticity which dominate in the given NCM. Domination of
lattice gliding may result in appearance of
misorientation bands (or other disclination structures
which are typical for conventional metals and alloys, but have not been considered here) inside the
grains or motion of GB disclinations through emission of lattice dislocations. Domination of GB sliding may lead to formation and motion of GB
disclinations through climb of GB dislocations. In
both the latter cases, the motion of GB disclinations
along their GBs changes the misorientation of crystalline lattices across the GBs and may serve as a
mechanism of grain rotation in the process of external mechanical loading.
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